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Abstract

Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018) quantify the impact of production complementarities and
differential productivity growth across occupations and sectors on the slowdown of
aggregate productivity growth. This note expands their work to study substitutability
between new computer equipment and labor in individual occupations as opposed to
all occupations combined. Preliminary empirical evidence suggests (1) significantly
different elasticities of substitution between computers and labor across occupations
and (2) a strong correlation between productivity growth of computers and labor in
occupations where these two inputs are complementary. When they are substitutes,
however, their productivity growth rates appear uncorrelated. These findings have the
potential to amplify or weaken the magnitude of the aggregate productivity slowdown
explained by Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018) making their approach a promising avenue
for future research.
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1 Introduction

Aggregate productivity growth in the U.S. has slowed down in the last two decades (see Fer-

nald (2014); Gordon (2016) among others). Many researchers are studying this phenomenon

and its many potential causes: Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and Miranda (2017) consider

declining factor reallocation to high-productivity firms, Alon, Berger, Dent, and Pugsley

(2018) less innovations due to a lower startup rate, Karahan, Şahin, and Pugsley (2016)

the demographic origin of that startup deficit, Haltiwanger, Hathaway, and Miranda (2014)

the slowing business dynamism in the U.S. high-tech sector and Eeckhout and De Loecker

(2017) the rise in market power. Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018) propose complementarities in

production and heterogeneous productivity growth. Complementarities lead to a reallocation

of resources from high productivity-growth inputs to low productivity-growth inputs. Since

more and more inputs are tied up in relatively less productive uses, aggregate productivity

growth slows down. The authors make three main statements: First, they empirically find

complementarities both across different sectors and across different types of labor. Hetero-

geneous productivity growth across sectors and occupations are two sources of an aggregate

productivity growth slowdown. Second, this slowdown is a secular phenomenon of the U.S.

economy and was masked during the 1980s and 1990s due to above-average productivity

growth in computers, an important input used throughout the economy. Third, using a

quantitative model with multiple sectors and occupations they find that heterogeneity in

occupation-specific productivity growth is more important for the aggregate productivity

growth slowdown than heterogeneity in sector-specific productivity growth.

In this note, I will empirically examine the substitutability of labor and computers in

individual occupations. I find that computers and labor are substitutes in those occupations

in which productivity growth of labor and computers differs a lot, while the opposite is true

in those occupations in which these two inputs are complementary. This means that hetero-

geneity in occupation-specific productivity growth may not be as important for aggregate

productivity growth. On the other hand, there is room for a new complementarity across

inputs within a given sector which in turn may act as another brake on aggregate produc-

tivity growth in addition to the authors’s complementarities across sectors. The alternative

modeling choice in this note shows that additional research is needed to assess the quantita-

tive impact of production complementarities and heterogeneous productivity growth on the

aggregate productivity growth slowdown.
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2 Two ways of modeling computers and labor

The paper by Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018) proposes the following nested production struc-

ture. Aggregate output is produced by combining output of each sector i using a constant-

elasticity-of-substitution (CES) production function. The authors identify sector-specific

productivity growth differences and complementarities across sectors as a first cause to slow

down aggregate productivity growth. Output in each sector i in turn is produced by com-

puters, denoted by Si, and a labor compound, denoted by Xi, using the CES production

function:
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where ρi denotes how easily computers and labor input can be substituted in sector i. Com-

puters Si are a homogeneous input while the labor input Xi is a compound of individual

occupations j. One may think of the latter as different types of labor (occupations) that

combine into “teams.” Individual occupations are characterized by their occupation-specific

productivity Mj and combine to “teams” as follows:

Xi =

[∑
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] σ
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. (2)

The parameter σ regulates how easily the occupational composition of teams may be changed.

It is important to notice that occupation-specific wage differences are only due to the dif-

ferential evolution in the occupation-specific productivities Mj. But computer-embodied

technical change that lowers the price of computers S has no impact on labor demand across

different occupations and thus no impact on relative wages across occupations within a given

sector.

Crucially, the authors find that σ < 1 and ρi > 1, ∀i, fits the data best. This means that

bias in the occupation-specific technical change, i.e. dispersion in the growth rates of Mj,

will lead to a slowdown of sectoral productivity growth. This is because the complementarity

induces firms to hire less of those occupations whose efficiency grew most. That is, labor

demand shift away from occupations with above-average productivity growth.

It is common in the literature on occupation-specific skills and technical change to model

labor or occupations being combined into an array of intermediate “task inputs” which then

get combined to produce final output, see for example Teulings (1995, 2005); Costinot and

Vogel (2010); Goos, Manning, and Salomons (2014); Lee and Shin (2017) among others.

This also means that any wage inequality across occupations within a sector can only be
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explained by changes in labor supply such as occupation-specific productivity growth. But

labor demand changes such as computerization or frictions in the hiring process would affect

all occupations within a sector similarly.

There is ample evidence, however, that labor demand changed quite a bit as a result of

skill-biased (e.g., Katz and Murphy (1992); Autor, Katz, and Krueger (1998)) and routine-

biased (e.g., Jaimovich and Siu (2015); Eden and Gaggl (2018)) technical change. Further-

more, it is not a far stretch to imagine that computers easily replace labor in some occupations

such as manual workers while other occupations such as managers are more complementary

to computers. This consideration is important for two reasons: First, computer-embodied

technical change and subsequent computerization result in an allocation of resources and

aggregate productivity growth that differ from the modeling choice above. In that case

aggregate productivity growth slowed down if occupational productivity differs a lot from

that of computer capital and the two inputs are complementary. If computers and labor

in an occupation are substitutable, however, then their growth rates may very well be dif-

ferent without slowing down aggregate productivity growth. Second, the same mechanism

extends beyond computers as many more types of assets enjoy capital-embodied technical

change. From sophisticated machinery to smart telecommunications equipment to automa-

tion by robots researchers have noted the vast array of capital replacing labor only in routine

occupations (see Jaimovich and Siu (2015); Eden and Gaggl (2018) among others) while non-

routine occupations seem to benefit from the introduction of new technologies embedded in

new equipment capital in general.

The notion of computers being substitutable with labor in some occupations while being

complementary in others requires the elasticity of substitution in equation (2) to vary across

occupations. To allow for this, I consider the following alternative formulation: sectoral

output is produced by sets of inputs each of which consists of a computer-occupation pair,

denoted by X̃j. Each computer-occupation pair would be allowed to have a different elasticity

of substitution, denoted by ρ̃j, as follows:

X̃j =

[
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(3)

where ω̃j is the occupation-specific intensity of computers vis-a-vis labor. Picking up the

example above, routine occupations such as machine operators would be substitutes to com-

puters (ρ̃machine operators > 1) while managers would be complementary (ρ̃managers < 1). Each

computer-occupation pair could be combined into sectoral output using the following tech-
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nology

Z̃i =

[∑
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(4)

where ν̃ij denotes the importance of computer-labor pair j in sector i, and σ̃ denotes the

elasticity of substitution between the computer-task pairs. Similar versions of this modeling

approach of computers and (routine) labor can be found in Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2003);

Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018); Aum (2017); Graetz and Michaels (forthcoming); Autor and

Dorn (2013); Autor, Katz, and Kearney (2006). In the following I will abstract from possible

complementarities captured by σ̃ < 1 and focus on the allocative effects of ρ̃j.

3 Empirical evidence

In this section, I will try to estimate the elasticity of substitution between computers and

labor, ρ̃j, by occupation. If that substitutability varied across occupations, it would be

worthwhile to study its relationship to the growth rate of occupational productivity growth.

Working off the production function (3) and assuming that firms are price takers in their

inputs markets, their first order conditions with respect to computer capital and labor can

be combined into

log
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With data on PSt, Wjt, Ljt and Sjt, equation (5) can be estimated. I follow Aum, Lee, and

Shin (2018) as much as possible to construct these four time series from IPUMS (Ruggles

et al. (2017)) and NIPA sources. I complement their occupation-year panel by regional

information on wages, employment and computer use by metropolitan statistical areas (MSA)

as I will use regional variation to identify the slope in equation (5). Using this cross-sectional

information avoids the problem of having to disentangle the elasticity of substitution, ρ̃j,

and occupational productivity growth, Mj. The price of computers, PSt, is defined to be

the relative price of computer capital goods relative to non-durable goods. I approximate

the latter as the average of the price of consumer non-durables and services weighted by

their respective share of sales in a given year. Following Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018), I focus

on the price of computers and peripheral equipment, but the results about the elasticity of

substitution presented below hold when using the price indices of broader asset categories

of information processing equipment or overall equipment. Wages denote the hourly wage

rate of occupation j in year t in a given MSA area, and labor is measured as employment
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in a occupation-year-MSA cell. Computer use is allocated across occupations as in Aum,

Lee, and Shin (2018) and regional allocation of computer capital is done analogously. The

combined panel with all data differs from the one in Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018) in two ways:

it has annual data but starts only in 2000 due to the fact that the IPUMS carries regional

information at the MSA level since that time.

Equation (5) is estimated in repeated cross-sections by year and occupation. Of the

resulting estimates for ρ̃ I take the median estimate by occupation and display them along

the occupational productivity growth rates (see Table 7 in Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018)) in

Table 1.

Table 1: Labor-computer substitutability and relative productivity growth

Occupation j ρ̃j S.E. (ρ̃j) M̂j |M̂j − ÂS| Empl. share

Managers 0.529∗∗∗ 0.064 0.160 0.005 0.144
Professionals 1.235 0.428 0.141 0.023 0.148
Mechanics & Constr. workers 1.232 0.208 0.034 0.130 0.072
Miners & Precision workers 1.754∗ 0.396 0.045 0.119 0.023
Technicians 2.247∗∗∗ 0.229 0.113 0.052 0.034
Sales 0.544∗∗∗ 0.056 0.135 0.030 0.125
Transportation workers 1.052 0.271 0.059 0.106 0.075
Machine operators 1.474∗ 0.270 0.000 0.165 0.037
Admin. service workers 1.178 0.264 0.050 0.115 0.157
Low-skilled serv. workers 0.758∗∗ 0.108 0.082 0.083 0.186

Note: Data on occupational productivity growth (M̂j) come from Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018); employment
shares across occupations come from IPUMS, and the ρ̃js are estimated by author. Estimates of the elasticity
of substitution that are significantly different from unity (Cobb-Douglas) at the 10%, 5% and 1% level are
denoted by ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗, respectively.

The table shows that the substitutability between computers and labor differ a lot across

occupations. Managerial occupations are most complementary to computers (ρ̃ = 0.529)

while technicians, on the other hand, are the type of labor that is most substitutable by com-

puters (ρ̃ = 2.247). The average elasticity of substitution weighted by average occupational

employment shares is 0.99 which is close to the employment-weighted average occupation

being combined with computers in a Cobb-Douglas production function. Obviously, this

difference in the elasticity of substitution between computers and labor across occupations

contributes to differential wage and employment dynamics, so knowing about differences in

labor-computer substitutability is important.

In addition to these reasons, knowing how the elasticity of substitution differs across

occupations matters for understanding the slowdown of aggregate productivity growth. As
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Figure 1: Computer-labor substitutability versus labor productivity growth by occupation
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Note: Graph displays the estimates of ρ̃j , the elasticity of substitution between computer capital and labor

by occupation j, and the long-run productivity growth rate per occupation, M̂j , from Aum, Lee, and Shin
(2018).

stressed by Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018), aggregate productivity growth slows down if pro-

duction factors, that are complements, have different growth rates of productivity. This

obviously begs the question how the degree of complementarity between computers and

labor in different occupations relates to their respective productivity growth rates.

As a first step, I will examine the relationship between the elasticity of substitution

between computers and an occupation, ρ̃j, and that occupation’s productivity growth rate,

M̂j. For the sake of brevity in this note, I adopt the occupation-specific productivity growth

rates estimated by Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018). Alternatively, they could be estimated

together with ρ̃, which I leave for future research. Keeping in mind that the authors only

need to identify relative productivity growth, I rescale their numbers so that the occupation

with the smallest relative growth rate (“Machine operators”) does not grow in absolute terms.

This assumption could be relaxed using more empirical information to scale growth in some

baseline occupation.

As one can see from Table 1 and Figure 1, occupations with the highest relative occupation-

specific productivity growth tend to be the ones that are most complementary to computers.

Managers and Sales personnel are among the occupations with fastest relative occupation

productivity growth and are most complementary to computers. Conversely, Machine Opera-
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tors, Miners and Construction Workers experience the lowest occupation-specific productivity

growth and are all substitutes to computers. Professionals are a bit of an outlier in this pic-

ture as their productivity grows strongly but seem to be more substitutable; future research

may consider dividing that category into finer sub-occupations. Behold that the elasticity

of substitution ρ̃ was identified off the cross-section, not off the time-series dimension. The

latter would be problematic given strong productivity growth embedded in computers.

This finding has also important implications for the recent debate on causes of the aggre-

gate labor share decline. Kehrig and Vincent (2017) have shown that reallocation between

individual establishments is the primary driver of that decline while Karabarbounis and

Neiman (2014) attribute that decline to capital-embodied productivity growth. These two

results could be reconciled if computers tend to be substitutes to labor in precisely those

occupations with low occupation-specific productivity growth.

Figure 2: Capital-labor substitutability versus relative productivity growth
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Note: Graph displays the estimates of ρ̃j , the elasticity of substitution between computer capital and labor

by occupation j, and the distance between long-run productivity growth of computer capital, ÂS , and labor
by occupation, M̂j .

The previous finding about the relationship between computer-occupational complemen-

tarity and occupation-specific productivity growth may be interesting in itself. But it is the

productivity growth rate of an occupation relative to that of computers that matters for

aggregate productivity growth. To say something about the slowdown in aggregate produc-

tivity growth, one needs to contrast the growth rates between those two inputs. To that end,
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I compute the differences between computer-embodied and occupation-specific productivity

growth. The latter is taken from Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018) while the former is computed

from the trend of the price of computers relative to consumption goods and services since

1980. This growth rate is 16.5% annually on average1, which means that its difference with

all occupation-specific productivity growth rates is negative.

Figure 2 reveals a positive relationship between the relative productivity growth and the

elasticity of substitution. Labor in those occupations that are complementary to computer

capital, i.e. ρ̃j < 1, also experience productivity grows that is similar in magnitude to that

of computer capital, i.e., |M̂j − ÂS| small. Conversely, labor and computers tend to be

substitutes in those occupations, in which occupation-specific productivity growth differs a

lot from capital-embodied productivity growth. One exception to that rule are “Low skilled

services” whose productivity growth unsurprisingly falls short of that of computers, yet is

estimated to be complementary to computers.

The results displayed in Figure 2 suggest to study in greater detail how complementaries

in production may lead to a slow-down of productivity growth. If the results that I present

here are correct, then the difference in growth rates happen to occur in places in the economy

where inputs are substitutes, while where they are complements inputs tend to grow at

similar rates. Neither combination should slow down aggregate productivity growth much.

This is likely to mitigate the portion of the aggregate productivity growth slowdown which

can be attributed to occupation-specific productivity growth and complementarities across

labor and computers. If the relationship in Figure 2 was negative instead of positive, i.e.

if the productivities of inputs growing at different rates occurred especially where these

inputs are complements, then aggregate productivity growth would slow down even more

than estimated by Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018).

4 Caveats

If the main result above is correct, then future research that investigates the micro structure

of production and productivity growth in detail looks promising. Meanwhile, there are some

caveats that should be stated: First, the present analysis abstracted from industry effects.

If industries have different production functions for the same occupation – especially their

substitutability between labor and capital – and if these industries concentrate in certain

regions, then this could contaminate my estimates of ρ̃. Furthermore, it is not straight

1This number looks very high, but is specific to computer capital; information-processing equipment has
a lower growth rate of 6.1% which in turn is higher than that of overall equipment whose productivity grows
at 2.5%. For the sake of consistency with the authors, I focus only on computer capital.
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forward to disentangle productivity growth of computers and labor in those occupations

in which these two inputs are strong complements. Second, the above analysis focused on

demand for input factors only and abstracted from any changes in supply. It is very plausible,

however, that labor supply relative to that of computers will adjust when there are strongly

diverging productivity growth patterns across occupations which in turn benefit differentially

from computer productivity growth. Lastly, the reallocation of labor across occupations may

be hampered by various frictions such as search and matching problems or adjustment costs.

While frictions are not a part of technology, they certainly shape a firm’s demand for its

production factors. The ideal solution to all these might be to jointly estimate productivity

growth in all factors and their degrees of complementarity and then assess their quantitative

impact on aggregate productivity growth as in Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018).

In this note, I only considered the elasticity of substitution between computers and labor

across occupations, but I did not study how these computer-labor hybrids are combined into

sectoral output. This is captured in equation (4). If that production is complementary in its

capital-labor hybrid inputs X̃j, i.e. if σ̃ < 1, then aggregate productivity growth could slow

down considerably. This is an additional potential source of aggregate productivity growth

in the spirit of Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018) and should be studied by future researchers. This

source would be at work even if labor and computers within all occupations were perfect

substitutes. Finding that a few occupations are already complementary when combined

with computers could amplify the effect shown in Aum, Lee, and Shin (2018). How much

that would be the case would have to be studied in a quantitative model.

5 Conclusion

The paper preceding this note showed empirically and quantitatively that complementarities

across occupations cause an aggregate productivity slowdown. I tried to illustrate that the

strength of this slowdown depends on the way how occupations and computers are modeled to

interact. In particular, I showed that technical change specific to occupations is beneficial if

those occupations are more complementary to computers which exhibits strong productivity

growth as well. Some rudimentary empirical analysis showed that this seems to be the

case with potentially strong implications for the impact of complementarities on aggregate

productivity growth.
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